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(57) ABSTRACT 
Technologies pertaining to generating crowd-sourced 
answers are described herein. A text string is received, and the 
text string is parsed to determine if the text string represents 
an information need that is desirably answered by a collective 
of crowd workers. When it is determined that the information 
need is desirably answered by the collective of crowd work 
ers, a query or question that represents the information need is 
provided to a first plurality of crowd workers, who generate 
proposed answers for the information need. The proposed 
answers are provided to a second plurality of crowd workers, 
who vote on the proposed answers. An answer to the infor 
mation need is output based upon responses of the crowd 
workers. 
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PROVIDING CROWDSOURCED ANSWERS 
TO INFORMATION NEEDS PRESENTED BY 

SEARCHENGINE AND SOCIAL 
NETWORKING APPLICATIONUSERS 

BACKGROUND 

Search engines are continuously being adapted to provide 
relevant information to users responsive to receipt of a query. 
For example, a search engine results page (SERP) displayed 
by a conventional search engine to an issuer of a query 
includes more information than a list of web page titles and 
Snippets retrieved therefrom. For popular topics, such as, 
weather, movies, and definitions. Some search engines have 
added custom interfaces with direct results; for instance, a 
search engine can provide the answer of '77 degrees, partly 
cloudy to a user who issues the query “weather in Los 
Angeles, wherein such answer is displayed inline with web 
page titles and corresponding Snippets. These types of 
answers that can be provided to users of a search engine are 
known as direct answers, and allow searchers to satisfy an 
information need without having to click through to a web 
page. Direct answers have a measurable impact on user 
behavior with respect to SERPs, and oftentimes a user will 
repeatedly seek direct answers of certain types once Such user 
realizes that the search engine can provide the direct answers. 

Further, Some people have turned to Social networking 
applications to obtain answers to respective information 
needs. A user of a social networking application can Submit a 
question to a public or private feed in hopes that someone 
(e.g., a contact of the user) will provide an answer to the 
question. Oftentimes, however, the issuer of the question 
receives little or no feedback, causing the information need of 
the user to remain unsatisfied. 

SUMMARY 

The following is a brief summary of subject matter that is 
described in greater detail herein. This Summary is not 
intended to be limiting as to the scope of the claims. 

Described herein are various technologies pertaining to 
employing a collective of crowd workers to provide answers 
to information needs of users of a search engine and/or social 
networking application. With respect to a search engine, an 
exemplary manner in which crowds can be used is to identify 
portions of Web pages which are likely to include answers to 
information needs (or to directly provide answers to queries 
set forth by users of the search engine). For instance, search 
logs of the search engine can be analyzed to identify certain 
web pages (referred to as candidate web pages) that are 
believed to include information that satisfies information 
needs of several users of the search engine. In an exemplary 
embodiment, candidate web pages can be identified by ana 
lyzing end user behavior with respect to queries submitted by 
users, URLS presented to Such users, and user interaction with 
the URLs. For instance, a web page selected from SERPs that 
is often a destination web page (users do not return to respec 
tive SERPs and select other search results) can be labeled as 
a candidate web page. 
The candidate web page and queries issued by users that 

selected the candidate web page can be transmitted to a first 
plurality of computing devices respectively operated by a first 
plurality of crowd workers in a collective of crowd workers. 
For instance, the crowd workers in the collective of crowd 
workers can be paid workers that are provided certain monies 
responsive to completing a specified task. The first plurality 
of crowd workers can also be provided with first instructions 
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2 
for completing a task, wherein the task is to review content of 
the candidate web page and extract (e.g., select, highlight, .. 
..) a portion therein that a respective crowd worker believes 
best answers the information need represented by the candi 
date web page and associated queries. Thus, each crowd 
worker in the first plurality of crowd workers extracts a 
respective portion of the candidate web page believed to best 
answer the information need, and Submits such portion. Por 
tions selected by crowd workers in the first plurality of crowd 
workers are transmitted to a second plurality of computing 
devices operated by a respective second plurality of workers, 
wherein crowd workers in the second plurality of crowd 
workers vote on which portion is believed to be the best 
portion for answering the information need. Optionally, the 
second plurality of crowd workers can receive other options 
that may answer the information need. Such as algorithmi 
cally generated answers, such that the second plurality of 
crowd workers has the option to select an option transmitted 
by the first plurality of crowd workers or some other option. 
The portion of the candidate web page receiving the most 

votes from crowd workers in the second plurality of crowd 
workers is selected as being a candidate answer, and the 
candidate answer is optionally transmitted to a third plurality 
of computing devices operated by a respective third plurality 
of crowd workers. Instructions are also transmitted to the 
third plurality of computing devices, where the instructions 
instruct each crowd worker in the third plurality of crowd 
workers to proofread and/or edit the candidate answer to 
improve readability. Accordingly, each crowd worker in the 
third plurality of crowd workers may submit a proposed final 
answer (Subsequent to proofreading/editing the candidate 
answer), and the proposed final answers are submitted by the 
third plurality of crowd workers. 

Thereafter, the proposed final answers are transmitted to a 
fourth plurality of computing devices operated by a respec 
tive fourth plurality of crowd workers. Each crowd worker in 
the fourth plurality of crowd workers is instructed to identify 
which proposed final answer best answers the information 
need represented by the candidate web page and correspond 
ing queries. The proposed final answer receiving the most 
Votes as being the best at answering the information need is 
selected as the final answer for the information need. This 
semi-automated pipeline ensures that the final answer for the 
information need is of high quality and readily consumable 
by end users of the search engine. After the final answer has 
been generated, for example, when a user issues a query that 
causes the search engine to present the candidate web page 
relatively highly in a SERP or when a user issues a query that 
is equivalent to or clustered with queries previously found to 
be associated with the candidate web page, the final answer 
can be presented to the user inline with conventional search 
results. 

In another exemplary embodiment, the search engine can 
be adapted to provide an answer to an information need using 
a collective of crowd workers in real-time or near real-time. In 
Such an embodiment, when a user issues a query to the search 
engine, the query can be analyzed to ascertain if it represents 
an information need that is desirably answered by a collective 
of crowd workers. For instance, the issuer of the query may 
manually indicate that it is desirable that the collective of 
crowd workers provide an answer to the query. In another 
example, the query can be analyzed to understand semantic 
meaning thereof, and the query can be automatically identi 
fied as representing an information need that is desirably 
answered by the collective of crowd workers. In yet another 
example, features of the query can be analyzed, and it can be 
ascertained that the query represents an information need that 
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is time-critical in nature (e.g., “put out a grease fire'). If it is 
determined that the query is desirably answered by the col 
lective of crowd workers, the query (and optionally other 
information pertaining to context of the query) is transmitted 
to a first plurality of computing devices operated by a respec 
tive first plurality of crowd workers in the collective of crowd 
workers with first instructions, wherein the first instructions 
instruct that each crowd worker in the first plurality of crowd 
workers provide a proposed answer to the query. Each crowd 
worker in the first plurality of crowd workers may then submit 
a respective proposed answer to the query. Each of these 
proposed answers is transmitted to a second plurality of com 
puting devices operated by a respective second plurality 
crowd workers in the collective of crowd workers together 
with second instructions that instruct crowd workers in the 
second plurality of crowd workers to indicate which proposed 
answer is the best answer to the information need represented 
by the query. Each crowd worker in the second plurality of 
crowd workers then votes on which of the proposed answers 
best answers the information need. The proposed answer 
receiving the most votes from crowd workers in the second 
plurality of crowd workers may then be provided as a final 
answer to the user as a portion of a SERP and/or as an 
alternative to a SERP. As the final answer will be delayed 
relative to conventional search results provided to the issuer 
of the query, the search results page can be updated when the 
final answer is received, or the final answer can be transmitted 
to the issuer of the query through some other communications 
medium (e.g., email, instant message, Social network mes 
Sage, text message, . . . ). 

With respect to a Social networking application, it has been 
observed that users of such applications often submit ques 
tions by way of a public page or a public feed. Such publicly 
available information can be analyzed to recognize questions 
that represent information needs desirably answered by a 
collective of crowd workers. An exemplary question that rep 
resents an information need that is desirably answered using 
crowd workers can be a question that requests a Subjective 
opinion or a particular fact. Pursuant to an example, a mes 
sage (sometimes referred to as an update, a post, or the like) 
set forth by a user of the Social networking application can be 
analyzed to identify if such message includes a question that 
is desirably answered by the collective of crowd workers. For 
instance, features of the message can be analyzed to ascertain 
if punctuation is inaccordance with a question, if the message 
includes certain words known to be question words (e.g., 
“how”, “where”, “what'. ...), if hashtags are included in the 
message, etc., and the message can be identified as including 
a question that is desirably answered by the collective of 
crowd workers based at least in part upon Such features. 
Responsive to determining that the message includes a ques 
tion that is desirably answered by the collective of crowd 
workers, the question can be transmitted to a first plurality of 
computing devices operated by a first plurality of crowd 
workers in the collective of crowd workers. Additional infor 
mation may also be provided to the first plurality of crowd 
workers, including, but not limited to, candidate web pages 
that may include an answer to the question, other answers to 
the question Submitted by users of the Social networking 
application, etc. 

Each crowd worker in the first plurality of crowd workers is 
instructed to generate a respective proposed answer to the 
question in the message. The proposed answers can be trans 
mitted to a second plurality of computing devices operated by 
a respective second plurality of crowd workers in the collec 
tive of crowd workers, and each crowd worker in the second 
plurality of crowd workers votes on which of the proposed 
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4 
answers is the best answer. The proposed answer voted as 
being the best answer can be submitted to the poster of the 
message as a final answer (e.g., as a private message, posted 
to the public feed, . . . ). 
The above Summary presents a simplified Summary in 

order to provide a basic understanding of some aspects of the 
systems and/or methods discussed herein. This Summary is 
not an extensive overview of the systems and/or methods 
discussed herein. It is not intended to identify key/critical 
elements or to delineate the scope of Such systems and/or 
methods. Its sole purpose is to present some concepts in a 
simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed description 
that is presented later. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of an exemplary 
system that facilitates presenting, to a user of a search engine 
or Social networking application, a crowd-sourced answer to 
an information need of the user. 

FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of an exemplary 
system that facilitates providing a crowd-sourced answer to a 
question Submitted by a user of a social networking applica 
tion. 

FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of an exemplary 
system that facilitates generating crowd-sourced answers to 
information needs of users identified through analysis of a 
search log. 

FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram of an exemplary 
system that facilitates providing to a user of a search engine a 
crowd-sourced answer to an information need of the user. 

FIG. 5 is a functional block diagram of an exemplary 
system that facilitates providing to a user of a search engine, 
in real-time or near real-time, a crowd-sourced answer to an 
information need of the user. 

FIG. 6 is an exemplary graphical user interface that 
includes a crowd-sourced answer to a question posted on a 
public feed of a social networking application. 

FIG. 7 is a graphical user interface of an exemplary search 
engine results page that includes a crowd-sourced answer. 

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram that illustrates an exemplary 
methodology for outputting a crowd-sourced answer to an 
information need of a user. 

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram that illustrates an exemplary 
methodology for outputting a crowd-sourced answer to an 
information need expressed by a user in a message posted 
using a social networking application. 

FIGS. 10 and 11 illustrate an exemplary methodology for 
generating crowd-sourced answers to information needs of 
users of a search engine. 

FIG. 12 is a flow diagram that illustrates an exemplary 
methodology for outputting a search engine results page that 
includes a crowd-sourced answer. 

FIG. 13 is a flow diagram that illustrates an exemplary 
methodology for generating a crowd-sourced answer in 
response to receipt of a query at a search engine. 

FIG. 14 is an exemplary computing system. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Various technologies pertaining to providing crowd 
sourced answers to information needs of users will now be 
described with reference to the drawings, where like refer 
ence numerals represent like elements throughout. In the 
following description, for purposes of explanation, numerous 
specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough 
understanding of one or more aspects. It may be evident, 
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however, that such aspect(s) may be practiced without these 
specific details. In other instances, well-known structures and 
devices are shown in block diagram form in order to facilitate 
describing one or more aspects. Further, it is to be understood 
that functionality that is described as being carried out by 
certain system components may be performed by multiple 
components. Similarly, for instance, a component may be 
configured to perform functionality that is described as being 
carried out by multiple components. 

Moreover, the term 'or' is intended to mean an inclusive 
“or rather than an exclusive “or.” That is, unless specified 
otherwise, or clear from the context, the phrase “X employs A 
or B is intended to mean any of the natural inclusive permu 
tations. That is, the phrase “X employs A or B is satisfied by 
any of the following instances: Xemploys A, Xemploys B; or 
Xemploys both A and B. In addition, the articles “a” and “an 
as used in this application and the appended claims should 
generally be construed to mean “one or more unless speci 
fied otherwise or clear from the context to be directed to a 
singular form. 

Further, as used herein, the terms “component' and “sys 
tem” are intended to encompass computer-readable data Stor 
age that is configured with computer-executable instructions 
that cause certain functionality to be performed when 
executed by a processor. The computer-executable instruc 
tions may include a routine, a function, or the like. It is also to 
be understood that a component or system may be localized 
on a single device or distributed across several devices. Addi 
tionally, the term "exemplary' is intended to mean serving as 
an illustration or example of something, and is not intended to 
indicate a preference. 

With reference now to FIG. 1, an exemplary system 100 
that facilitates provision of crowd-sourced answers to users of 
at least one of a search engine or social media application 
responsive to Such users expressing information needs that 
are desirably answered by a collective of crowd workers is 
illustrated. A user 102 operates a computing device 104 to 
access at least one of a search engine or Social networking 
application. The computing device 104 can be any Suitable 
computing device, including a desktop computer, a laptop 
computer, a mobile telephone, a tablet computing device, a 
portable media player, etc. In a non-limiting example, the user 
102 can operate the computing device 104 to cause a web 
browser to be initiated and can direct the web browser to a 
URL corresponding to the at least one of the search engine or 
the Social networking application. In other embodiments, the 
computing device 104 may have standalone applications 
installed thereon for the at least one of the search engine or the 
Social networking application. 
The user 102 operates the computing device 104 to express 

an information need to the search engine or the Social net 
working application. Generally, with respect to the search 
engine, the information need is expressed in the form of a 
query submitted by the user 102. With respect to the social 
networking application, the information need can be 
expressed in the form of a question included in a message 
posted on a public page or feed by the user 102. 
The system 100 includes an answer system 106 that is 

employed to provide a crowd-sourced answer to the informa 
tion need expressed by the user 102 operating the computing 
device 104. In an example, the answer system 106 may be 
included in a search engine. In another example, the answer 
system 106 can monitor messages posted by users of the 
Social networking application. In yet another example, the 
answer system 106 can be included in the social networking 
application. 
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6 
The answer system 106 includes a classifier component 

108 that receives the expression of the information need (the 
query or message), and determines if the information need is 
one that is desirably answered by a collective of crowd work 
ers 110. The classifier component 108 can utilize various 
techniques when determining if the information need is desir 
ably answered by the collective of crowd workers 110 (rather 
than an information need that is not desirably answered by the 
collective of crowd workers 110). For instance, the user 102 
of the computing device 104 can indicate, when setting forth 
the query or message, that the information need represented 
thereby is desirably answered by the collective of crowd 
workers 110. The classifier component 108 can receive such 
indication and can classify the information need accordingly. 

In another example, the classifier component 108 can parse 
the text of the query or message to ascertain semantic mean 
ing of the query or question, and determine if the correspond 
ing information need is desirably answered by the collective 
of crowd workers 110. For instance, the classifier component 
108 can ascertain that a question submitted by the user 102 is 
rhetorical in nature, in which it would be undesirable for the 
collective of crowd workers 110 to provide an answer to the 
information need represented by Such question. 

In yet another example, the classifier component 108 can 
analyze features corresponding to the query or message. 
Exemplary features include whether the query or message 
includes a question mark, whether the query or message 
includes at least one word from a predefined list of words 
(such as “who,” “what,” “when,” “where.” “why.” “how,” and 
“which’), whether the query or message includes a certain 
non-alphanumerical character, Such as the "#' symbol, 
amongst others. For example, users of a relatively popular 
Social networking application employ hash tags to label mes 
sages. The classifier component 108 can classify the infor 
mation need represented by the message as being one that is 
desirably answered by the collective of crowd workers 110 
based at least in part the message including a hash tag. 

In still yet another example, the classifier component 108 
can be configured to transmit the query or message to a crowd 
worker in the collective of crowd workers 110, and the crowd 
worker can indicate whether or not the information need 
represented by the query or message is desirably answered by 
the collective of crowd workers 110. The classifier compo 
nent 108 can determine whether such information need is 
desirably answered by the collective of crowd workers 110 
based at least in part upon Such indication. 

Still further, the classifier component 108 can be config 
ured to perform a semantic analysis on the text string to 
ascertain a subject/topic of the information need. For 
instance, topics can be identified a priori, and the classifier 
component 108 can be configured to perform the semantic 
analysis on the text string to classify the text string as belong 
ing to a particular topic, a set of topics, or no defined topic. 
The collective of crowd workers 110 comprises a first 

plurality of crowd workers 112-114 that operate a respective 
first plurality of computing devices 116-118. The collective 
of crowd workers 110 further includes a second plurality of 
crowd workers 120-122 that operate a respective second plu 
rality of computing devices 124-126. In an example, a num 
ber of crowd workers in the first plurality of crowd workers 
112-114 can be between three and five workers. Additionally, 
a number of crowd workers in the second plurality of crowd 
workers 120-122 can be between three and five workers. 
Crowd workers in the collective of crowd workers 110 can be 
geographically dispersed, and may or may not be paid crowd 
workers. For instance, the crowd worker 112 in the first plu 
rality of crowd workers can reside in a first country, while the 
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crowd worker 114 in the first plurality of crowd workers can 
reside in a second country. Further, the collective of crowd 
workers 110 can be provided by a paid service. In other 
examples, the collective of crowd workers 110 can be com 
posed of volunteers, contacts of the user 102, etc. 
The answer system 106 is employed in connection with 

generating an answer to the information need expressed by 
the user 102 operating the computing device 104 through 
utilization of the collective of crowd workers 110. The answer 
system 106 includes an instruction transmitter component 
128 that, responsive to the classifier component 108 deter 
mining that the information need of the user 108 is desirably 
answered by the collective of crowd workers 110, transmits 
the expression of the information need (the query or mes 
sage), first instructions, and optionally other information to 
the first plurality of computing devices 116-118 operated by 
the respective first plurality of crowd workers 112-114. The 
first instructions instruct each crowd worker in the first plu 
rality of crowd workers 112-114 to perform a same task. In an 
exemplary embodiment, the task provided to the first plurality 
of crowd workers 112-114 can be to generate a proposed 
answer to the information need of the user 102, as expressed 
in the query or message. In an exemplary embodiment, the 
instruction transmitter component 128 can identify the first 
plurality of crowd workers 112-114 from amongsta larger set 
of crowd workers based upon identified “expertise of such 
crowd workers and a topic of the information need identified 
by the classifier component 108. Thus, if the classifier com 
ponent 108 has identified the information need as belonging 
to a certain topic (e.g., medicine related), then the instruction 
transmitter component 128 can identify the first plurality of 
crowd workers 112-114 as having some expertise in such 
topic. 

The first plurality of crowd workers 112-114 operate the 
respective first plurality of computing devices 116-118 to 
generate proposed answers to the information need of the 
user. As noted above, the first plurality of crowd workers 
112-114 can be provided with supplemental information that 
can assist them in generating proposed answers to the infor 
mation need. Such supplemental information can include a 
resource that may be of assistance to crowd workers in 
answering the information need. An exemplary resource may 
include, but is not limited to including, at least one candidate 
web page that is believed to include an answer to the infor 
mation need of the user 102, messages posted in response to 
the message set forth by the user 102, algorithmically gener 
ated answers, contextual information about the user 102 (pro 
vided with consent of the user 102), etc. Each crowd worker 
in the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114 employs her 
computing device in the first plurality of computing devices 
116-118 to submit a respective proposed answer to the answer 
system 106. 
The answer system comprises a response receiver compo 

nent 130 that receives a response to the task (a proposed 
answer) from each computing device in the first plurality of 
computing devices 116-118. Responsive to the response 
receiver component 130 receiving the proposed answers to 
the information need from the first plurality of computing 
devices 116-118, the instruction transmitter component 128 
can transmit the proposed answers and second instructions to 
the second plurality of computing devices 124-126 operated 
by the respective second plurality of crowd workers 120-122. 
Optionally, the instruction transmitter component 128 can 
transmit proposed answers generated from a source other 
than the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114, such as 
algorithmically generated answers. Each crowd worker in the 
second plurality of crowd workers 120-122 therefore receives 
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8 
each proposed answer submitted by crowd workers in the first 
plurality of crowd workers 112-114 (and optionally other 
proposed answers). The second instructions transmitted by 
the instruction transmitter component 128 instruct crowd 
workers in the second plurality of crowd workers 120-122 to 
indicate which proposed answer from amongst the proposed 
answers best answers the information need of the user 102. 
Thus, the second plurality of crowd workers 120-122 can 
employ the respective second plurality of computing devices 
124-126 to submit votes to the answer system 106 as to which 
proposed answer best answers the information need of the 
user 102. 
The response receiver component 130 receives the votes 

from the second plurality of computing devices 124-126. The 
answer system 106 further includes an output component 132 
that, responsive to the receiver component 130 receiving the 
Votes, tabulates the Votes and selects the proposed answer that 
received the most votes as a final answer to the information 
need of the user 102. The output component 132 transmits the 
final answer to the computing device 104 operated by the user 
102, such that the final answer can be displayed to the user 
102. As will be described in greater detail below, if the answer 
system 106 is employed in connection with a search engine, 
the output component 132 can cause the final answer to be 
displayed inline with conventional web-based search results 
generated by the search engine. If the answer system 106 is 
employed in connection with a social networking application, 
the output component 132 can cause the final answer to be 
included in a public feed of the Social networking application 
(in correspondence with the message posted by the user 102) 
and/or posted on a public page. 

While the answer system 106 has been described as being 
employed in connection with a search engine or social net 
working application, in other embodiments the answer sys 
tem 106 can be employed in connection with other applica 
tions. For instance, the user 102 can request that the answer 
system 106 analyze instant messages generated by the user 
102 by way of an instant messaging application and provide 
crowd-sourced answers to information needs expressed in 
Such instant messages. Similarly, the user 102 can request that 
the answer system 106 analyze emails generated by the user 
102 by way of an email application and provide crowd 
Sourced answers to information needs expressed in Such 
instant messages. It is thus to be understood that the user 102 
may request that the answer system 106 be employed with 
respect to any text generated by Such user. 
Now referring to FIG. 2, an exemplary system 200 that 

facilitates provision of a crowd-sourced answer to a question 
included in a message posted by a user of a Social networking 
application is illustrated. In the exemplary system 200, the 
user 102 operates the computing device 104 to access a Social 
networking application 202. In an exemplary embodiment, 
the Social networking application 202 can be a message 
broadcasting application, where users of the Social network 
ing application202 can broadcast relatively short messages to 
a public feed or to other users of the Social networking appli 
cation that subscribe to messages posted by the user 102. A 
public feed of the social networking application 202 com 
prises a series of messages posted by users of the Social 
networking application 202 that are available for consump 
tion by the public. Aspects described with respect the system 
200, however, are not limited to this type of social networking 
application. For example, other social networking applica 
tions allow users to post messages (status updates) on public 
pages. Thus, if the individual chooses to post messages on a 
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public page, then other people who are not contacts of the user 
102 can review messages posted by the user 102 on such 
public page. 

For purposes of explanation, the Social networking appli 
cation 202 will be described as being a message broadcasting 
application, although it will be readily apparent that other 
types of Social networking applications are contemplated. As 
noted above, the user 102 employs the computing device 104 
to posta message by way of the Social networking application 
202 to a public feed. The answer system 106 monitors the 
public feed for messages that include questions that are desir 
ably answered by the collective of crowd workers 110. While 
shown as being separate from the Social networking applica 
tion202, it is to be understood that in some embodiments, the 
answer system 106 may be included in the social networking 
application 202. The answer system 106 comprises an ana 
lyzer component 204 that monitors the public feed 202 for 
messages that may include questions. For instance, a message 
posted by the user 102 may include the question “which is 
better, peanut butter orjelly'?” The analyzer component 204 
can parse text of the message and determine that the message 
includes words typically associated with a question, Such as, 
“who,” “what,” “when,” “where.” “why,” “how,”“which.” 
and/or the like. Further, the analyzer component 204 can look 
for punctuation, such as a question mark, to determine that the 
message includes a question. 
The classifier component 108 is in communication with the 

analyzer component 204, and the classifier component 108 
can receive an indication from the analyzer component 204 
that a message has been posted by the user 102 that includes 
a question. The classifier component 108 may then further 
analyze the question to ascertain if it is desirably answered by 
the collective of crowd workers 110. With more specificity, 
the classifier component 108 can analyze various features of 
the message to determine if the question therein is desirably 
answered by the collective of crowd workers 110. In an 
example, the classifier component 108 can analyze the ques 
tion to determine if it is time critical in nature. This can be 
indicated, for instance, by the question being set forth in all 
capital letters, by the inclusion of an exclamation point 
together with a question mark in the question, etc. Moreover, 
the classifier component 108 can be configured to ignore the 
question if the message posted by the user 102 is a reposting 
of a message generated by another user. Likewise, the classi 
fier component 108 can be configured to ignore the question 
if the message comprising the question includes a URL. 

In still yet another example, the classifier component 108 
can determine that the question is desirably answered by the 
collective of crowd workers 110 based at least in part upon a 
non-alphanumerical character in the message that is posi 
tioned in correspondence with the question. For instance, 
currently, many users of a particular type of social networking 
application include hashtags in messages (e.g., iihelp), where 
a hash tag is used by an author of a message to label Such 
message. Thus, the classifier component 108 can be config 
ured to classify the question as being one which is desirably 
answered by the collective of crowd workers 110 based upon 
the inclusion of a hash tag in the message that includes the 
question. The classifier component 108, as noted above, can 
also use other automated filtering methods, such as perform 
ing a semantic analysis on the question to ascertain if the 
question is rhetorical in nature, is requesting a subjective 
opinion, is requesting a fact or listing of facts, etc. 

Subsequent to the classifier component 108 utilizing such 
filtering techniques, if it is determined that the question is one 
that may desirably be answered by the collective of crowd 
workers 110, the classifier component 108 can optionally 
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10 
transmit the question to a computing device 206 of a crowd 
worker 208 in the collective of crowd workers 110, wherein 
the crowd worker 208 is instructed to make a final determi 
nation as to whether the question is desirably answered by the 
collective of crowd workers 110. For instance, if not under 
taken by the classifier component 108, the crowd worker 208 
can be asked if the question is a rhetorical question or one that 
requires Subjective input. If the question is rhetorical in 
nature, the crowd worker 208 can indicate as much, and a 
crowd-sourced answer is not provided to the user 102. If the 
crowd worker 208 indicates that the question requires subjec 
tive input, is requesting a particular factor facts, is requesting 
a list and/or is time critical in nature, the crowd worker 208 
can cause the computing device 206 to transmit an indication 
to the answer system 106 that the question is desirably 
answered by the collective of crowd workers 110. The clas 
sifier component 108 can receive such indication, and respon 
sive to receiving the indication, can classify the question as 
being desirably answered by the collective of crowd workers 
110. 

Responsive to the classifier component 108 indicating that 
the question in the message posted by the user 102 is desirably 
answered by the collective of crowd workers 110, the instruc 
tion transmitter component 128 can transmit the question, 
first instructions, and (optionally) Supplemental information 
to the first plurality of computing devices 116-118 operated 
by the respective first plurality of crowd workers 112-114. 
The first instructions can instruct crowd workers in the first 
plurality of crowd workers 112-114 to set forth an answer to 
the question. The Supplemental information (also referred to 
as at least one resource) includes information that may be of 
assistance to crowd workers in the first plurality of crowd 
workers 112-114 when formulating respective answers to the 
question. Such Supplemental information may include, but is 
not limited to including, at least one candidate web page that 
possibly includes an answer to the question, other questions/ 
queries related to the question, responses to the message 
posted by other users of the Social networking application 
202, algorithmically generated answers, publicly available 
information about the user 102 (e.g., information in or relat 
ing to a user profile for the Social networking application 
202), information about the user 102 voluntarily provided by 
the user, etc. 

Utilizing the first plurality of computing devices 116-118, 
crowd workers in the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114 
Submit respective proposed answers to the question to the 
answer system 106. The response receiver component 130 
receives the proposed answers submitted by the crowd work 
ers in the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114. Respon 
sive to the response receiver component 130 receiving the 
proposed answers, the instruction transmitter component 128 
transmits the proposed answers, the question, second instruc 
tions, and (optionally) Supplemental information to the sec 
ond plurality of computing devices 124-126 operated by the 
respective second plurality of crowd workers 120-122. Addi 
tionally, and optionally, the instruction transmitter compo 
nent 128 can transmit proposed answers generated by Sources 
other than the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114, such 
as algorithmically generated proposed answers. The second 
instructions instruct the crowd workers in the second plurality 
of crowd workers 120-122 to submit an indication (vote) as to 
which of the proposed answers best answers the question 
proffered by the user 102. Accordingly, each crowd worker in 
the second plurality of crowd workers 120-122 receives each 
proposed answer submitted by crowd workers in the first 
plurality of crowd workers 112-114 (and optionally proposed 
answers from other sources) and votes on which of the pro 
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posed answers best answers the question set forth by the user 
102. Using the second plurality of computing devices 124 
126, the respective second plurality of crowd workers 120 
122 submits votes to the answer system 106. 
The response receiver component 130 receives the votes, 

and responsive to the response receiver component 130 
receiving the votes, the output component 132 tabulates the 
Votes and selects the proposed answer that receives the high 
est number of Votes as being a final answer to the question. If 
two or more proposed answers have the same number of votes 
(and that number is the highest number of votes), the output 
component 132 may randomly select one of Such answers or 
may select both of such answers. The output component 132 
may output a message for posting to the public feed, wherein 
the message includes the final answer. Additionally, the mes 
sage output by the output component 132 can be positioned in 
the public feed to indicate that it is a response to the message 
set forth by the user 102. In other examples, the output com 
ponent 132 can cause an instant message, text message, 
e-mail message, or the like, to be transmitted to an account of 
the user 102. 

The answer system 106 further optionally includes a qual 
ity component 210 that is configured to ensure that crowd 
workers in the collective of crowd workers 110 are adequately 
performing tasks assigned thereto. For example, the quality 
component 210 can, from time to time, provide a question to 
crowd workers in the collective of crowd workers, where the 
question has been labeled with a ground truth. The quality 
component 210 can create ground truth tasks for which an 
answer of a worker must meet certain standards (e.g., a pro 
posed answer must include a word or phrase and/or must not 
include a certain word or phrase). The quality component 210 
may then grade individual crowd workers based upon 
responses to these standardized tasks. If a crowd worker is 
deemed to perform poorly over time (or very poorly a single 
time), then the quality component 210 can cause the instruc 
tion transmitter component 128 to fail to send further tasks to 
Such crowd worker. The quality component 210 may also 
utilize user feedback. For instance, if the user 102 indicates 
that the answer to the question is of poor quality, the quality 
component 210 can identify which crowd workers in the 
collective of crowd workers 110 contributed to the answer 
and grade such crowd workers accordingly. If a grade of a 
crowd worker over time falls below some threshold, then the 
instruction transmitter component 128 can be configured to 
fail to transmit Subsequent tasks to Such crowd worker. 
The answer system 106 may also optionally include an 

accounting component 212 that monitors tasks completed by 
crowd workers in the collective of crowd workers 110. For 
example, as noted above, the crowd workers in the collective 
of crowd workers 110 may be paid crowd workers, such that 
they are provided a particular fee for performing a certain 
task. The accounting component 212 can keep an accounting 
of tasks performed by individual crowd workers, such that the 
crowd workers can be appropriately paid. 

Turning now to FIG. 3, an exemplary system 300 that 
facilitates utilizing the collective of crowd workers 110 to 
generate answers for information needs of users of a search 
engine (identified through analysis of search logs) is illus 
trated. The system 300 includes a data repository 302 that 
comprises a search log 304. The search log 304 includes a 
plurality of search sessions of users of the search engine. A 
search session includes a search query Submitted to a search 
engine and Subsequent action undertaken by the issuer of the 
query (selection of URLs on a SERP, query reformulation, 
etc.). 
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12 
The answer system 106 comprises a candidate identifier 

component 306 that analyzes the search log 304 to identify 
web pages that are believed to include answers to information 
needs of users. These web pages are referred to as candidate 
web pages. In connection with identifying candidate web 
pages, the candidate identifier component 306 extracts search 
trails from the search log 304. A search trail is a browsing path 
beginning with a query Submitted by a user and terminating 
with a session timeout of 30 minutes. The candidate identifier 
component 306 groups all search trails on a first clicked 
search result (URL) from a corresponding SERP. Accord 
ingly, the candidate identifier component 306 can identify a 
set of queries that led to a particular URL and a set of trails 
that describe what issuers of the queries did subsequent to 
clicking through to the URL (e.g., return to the SERP and 
select another URL, reformulate the query, remain on the 
selected URL, ...). Thus, for example, the candidate identi 
fier component 306 can identify URLs that are selected by 
users some threshold number of times when included on a 
SERP, wherein when the URLs are selected the respective 
users terminate their respective search sessions. These iden 
tified URLs (candidate web pages) and queries submitted by 
search engine users when selecting the URLS can be retained, 
wherein a candidate web page and corresponding queries are 
referred to as candidate information needs. 
A filter component 308 is in communication with the can 

didate identifier component 306. The filter component 308 
identifies information needs identified by the candidate iden 
tifier component 306 that are intended for fact finding. Some 
information needs are too complex to answer, while others 
have underspecified queries where the information need rep 
resented by such queries may be unclear. The filter compo 
nent 308 can utilize any suitable filtering techniques to iden 
tify which candidate information needs are desirably satisfied 
by answers set forth by the collective of crowd workers 110. 

With more specificity, the filter component 308 can use 
search trails to identify web pages where users quickly end 
search sessions. For instance, it can be assumed that after 
Submitting query to a search engine and reviewing at least one 
web page identified in the corresponding SERP, users typi 
cally end up at web pages that include information that 
addresses their respective information needs. If a user ceases 
browsing after they reach a web page. Such page likely 
includes information that satisfies the information need of the 
user. If the user reaches a web page and thereafter continues 
browsing or searching, on the other hand, the web page may 
not succinctly satisfy the information need of the user. For 
example, many queries are navigational in nature, in that 
searchers click on a particular URL in the results, then often 
keep browsing in the page corresponding to the URL (e.g., by 
clicking on a link in the page). Other information needs. Such 
as buying a new car, are complex and persist across multiple 
sessions, so users will often access several pages in a SERP. 
For many other queries, however, the user will issue a query, 
click through to a page shown in the SERP, locate the infor 
mation that is desired, and end the search session. 

Accordingly, the filter component 308 can filter candidate 
web pages (and thus candidate information needs) utilizing a 
metric that can be referred to as destination probability. The 
destination probability for a web page is an observed prob 
ability that a searcher will end her session at that web page 
after clicking through to the page from the search results 
page. For example, a step immediately after the user issuing a 
query can be a click on web page shown in the SERP. If a high 
percentage of trails end after Such click (e.g., if the trail length 
is two), the destination probability will be high. If most trails, 
instead, include actions that return to the SERP or browse to 
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other URLs, the destination probability will be low. In other 
words, the destination probability for a URL is the observed 
probability that a click to the URL from the SERP is the last 
action in the search trail. Candidate web pages with destina 
tion probability above a predefined threshold can be identified 
by the filter component 308 as corresponding to an informa 
tion need that may be desirably answered by the collective of 
crowd workers 110. For instance, the filter component 308 
can filter out any candidate web pages that have destination 
probability of less than 0.3. 
The filter component 308 can also filter information needs 

based upon inclusion of words that typically pertain to a 
question in a query. With more particularity, a destination 
probability identifies web pages where searchers appear to be 
finding immediate answers for their information needs. It can 
be very difficult to infer the fact-finding intent, however, from 
queries that are only two or three words long. For instance, an 
answer for the query “dissolvable stitches' would be valuable 
if the searcher wanted to learn how long the stitches take to 
dissolve, but would not be valuable if the searcher wanted to 
learn the history of dissolvable stitches. 

To avoid such problem, the filter component 308 can make 
use of queries that include question-type words. Such words 
are useful, because they tend to be expressed in natural lan 
guage, are longer than typical queries, and are more explicit 
(e.g., “how long do dissolvable stitches last'). Such proper 
ties make the information need relatively easy to understand. 
Use of question words also tends to indicate fact-finding 
intent. It can be assumed that question-word queries often 
overlap significantly with unspecified information needs 
from other queries. For example, different users issuing the 
queries “where is 732 area code” and “732 area code” may 
have similar information needs. The filter component 308 can 
remove candidate web pages that have fewer than some 
threshold percentage of their clicks (e.g., one percent) from 
question-word queries. Question words that can be employed 
by the filter component 308 can include “how,” “why.” 
“when,” “where.” “why.” “who,” “which,” and the like. 
The filter component 308 can also be configured to filter 

candidate web pages based upon answer type. While question 
words are useful for identifying candidate information needs, 
neither they, nor other types of behavioral log data, assist in 
understanding whether a concise answer could address an 
information need of a user. Having understanding of an 
expected length of an answer may be important, since the 
crowd may extract too much text in order to guarantee that the 
correct information is captured (and, thus, guarantee that the 
crowd worker will be paid). Answer candidates can be cat 
egorized into different types. Short answers are answers that 
include very little text (less than 100 characters). List answers 
are those that include a relatively small set of directions. For 
example, “to change your password, first click a certain 
hyperlink, then clickabutton, and thereafter click the change 
password button'. Summary answers are those that synthe 
size large amounts of content. 

Responsive to the filter component 308 identifying a set of 
candidate information needs, the instruction transmitter com 
ponent 128 can transmit a candidate information need (which 
includes a candidate web page and queries corresponding to 
the candidate web page identified from the search log 304) 
and first instructions to the first computing devices 116-118 
operated by the respective first plurality of crowd workers 
112-114. The first instructions can request that each crowd 
worker in the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114 extract 
as little text as possible from the candidate web page (using 
the corresponding queries as a guide), wherein the extracted 
text is believed by the crowd worker to best answer the can 
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14 
didate information need. Accordingly, each crowd worker in 
the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114 can employ a 
respective computing device in the first plurality of comput 
ing devices 124-126 to submit a portion the candidate web 
page believed to best satisfy the candidate information need 
(represented by the at least one query and the candidate web 
page). 
The response receiver component 130 receives the submit 

ted portions of the candidate web page from crowd workers in 
the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114. The instruction 
transmitter component 128, in response to the response 
receiver component 130 receiving the portions of the candi 
date web page submitted by crowd workers in the first plu 
rality of crowd workers 112 through 114, can transmit the 
portions of the candidate web page, the candidate web page, 
and second instructions to the second plurality of computing 
devices 124-126 operated by the respective second plurality 
of crowd workers 120-122. The second instructions instruct 
each crowd worker in the second plurality of crowd workers 
120-122 to vote on which portion of the portions of the 
candidate web page identified by crowd workers in the first 
plurality of crowd workers 112-114 best answers the infor 
mation need. Each crowd worker in the second plurality of 
crowd workers 120-122 uses a respective computing device 
in the second plurality of computing devices 124-126 to sub 
mit a vote to the answer system 106 as to which portion best 
answers the information need. 
The response receiver component 130 receives the votes 

submitted by the second plurality of crowd workers 120-122. 
tabulates the votes, and selects the portion of the candidate 
web page receiving the highest number of votes. In an exem 
plary embodiment, the output component 132 can output the 
portion of the web page receiving the highest number of votes 
as the best answer to the information need, and Such portion 
can be retained in a search engine repository 310, indexed by, 
for instance, a web page from which the portion was extracted 
and/or queries corresponding to the web page. As will be 
described below, such search engine repository 310 can sub 
sequently be accessed to provide searchers with crowd 
Sourced answers. 

Optionally, responsive to the response receiver component 
130 receiving the aforementioned votes, the instruction trans 
mitter component 128 can transmit the portion receiving the 
most votes, the queries corresponding to Such portion, and 
third instructions to a third plurality of computing devices 
312-314 operated by a third plurality of crowd workers 316 
318. The third instructions instruct the third plurality of crowd 
workers 316-318 to propose edits to the portion of the candi 
date web page, wherein the edits are to Summarize Such 
portion, improve readability of Such portion, or cause Such 
portion to conform to predefined rules set forth by the search 
engine (e.g., no longer than fifteen words, include correct 
punctuation, ...). Each crowd worker in the third plurality of 
crowd workers 316-318 can independently edit the aforemen 
tioned portion of the candidate web page, and can use a 
respective computing device in the third plurality of comput 
ing devices 312-314 to submit edited portions to the answer 
system 106. The response receiver component 130 receives 
the edited portions, and responsive to the response receiver 
component receiving the edited portions, the instruction 
transmitter component 128 can transmit the edited portions, 
the queries, and fourth instructions to a fourth plurality of 
computing devices 320-322 operated by a fourth plurality of 
crowd workers 324-326. The fourth instructions instruct each 
crowd worker in the fourth plurality of crowd workers 324 
326 to submit a respective vote as to which edited portion is 
the best edited portion. The fourth plurality of crowd workers 
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324-326 use the respective fourth plurality of computing 
devices 320-322 to submit the votes to the answer system 106. 
The response receiver component 130 can receive votes sub 
mitted by crowd workers in the fourth plurality of crowd 
workers 324-326, tabulate the votes, and select the edited 
portion receiving the highest number of votes as being an 
answer to the information need. 

Responsive to the response receiver component 130 receiv 
ing the votes from the fourth plurality of computing devices 
320-322, the instruction transmitter component 128 can 
transmit the answer, the queries, and fifth instructions to a 
fifth plurality of computing devices 328-330 operated by a 
fifth plurality of crowd workers 332-334. The fifth instruc 
tions can instruct crowd workers in the fifth plurality of crowd 
workers 332-334 to assign a short title (e.g., five words or 
less) to the answer system 106. Each crowd worker in the fifth 
plurality of crowd workers 332-334 uses a respective com 
puting device in the fifth plurality of computing devices 328 
330 to submit respective short titles to the answer system 106. 

Responsive to the response receiver component 130 receiv 
ing proposed short titles from the fifth plurality of computing 
devices 328-330, the instruction transmitter component 128 
can transmit such short titles, the answer, and sixth instruc 
tions to a sixth plurality of computing devices 336-338 oper 
ated by a respective sixth plurality of crowd workers 340-342. 
The sixth instructions can instruct each crowd worker in the 
sixth plurality of crowd workers 340-342 to submit a respec 
tive vote as to which short title is the best short title. The sixth 
plurality of crowd workers 340-342 operate the sixth plurality 
of computing devices 336-338 to submit votes to the answer 
system 106. 
The response receiver component 130 can receive such 

votes, tabulate the votes, and select the short title with the 
greatest number of votes as being a title for the answer. The 
output component 132 can cause the answer and the short title 
to be retained in the search engine repository 310. Using this 
approach, many answers and short titles can be generated by 
the collective of crowd workers 110 for various information 
needs of users of the search engine identified in the search log 
304. 
As mentioned above, the answer system 106 can optionally 

include the quality component 210 to ensure that crowd work 
ers in the collective of crowd workers 110 are adequately 
following the instructions. The quality component 210 can 
incorporate what is referred to as the “gold standard tech 
nique', which requires that crowd workers demonstrate com 
petence by agreeing with answers to pre-authored example 
questions for a task. The quality component 210 can silently 
insert gold standard questions into a work queue of a crowd 
worker, and crowd workers who fail to answer a threshold 
number of gold standard questions correctly can be identified, 
Such that future tasks are not assigned to Such crowd workers. 

Further, the quality component 210 can incorporate an 
inclusion/exclusion list for gold standard testing with respect 
to the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114. To use an 
inclusion/exclusion list in connection with gold standard test 
ing for the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114, a crowd 
worker must extract sections of the page included in the 
inclusion list and must not extract sections of the page 
included in the exclusion list. 
Now referring to FIG. 4, an exemplary search engine 400 

that includes a previously generated crowd-sourced answer 
(e.g., generated through utilization of the system 300) in a 
SERF responsive to the user 102 submitting a query to the 
search engine 400 by way of the computing device 104 is 
illustrated. The search engine 400 includes a query receiver 
component 402 that receives a query submitted by the user 
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102 of the computing device 104. A search component 404 is 
in communication with the query receiver component 402. 
and executes a search over a search engine index 406 based at 
least in part upon the query. Execution of the search results in 
retrieval of a ranked list of URLs. The search component 404 
can access the search engine repository 310 responsive to 
retrieving the ranked list of URLs and ascertain if a URL in 
the search engine repository 310 (which has a crowd-sourced 
answer based at least in part upon content of a web page 
corresponding to the URL) is included in some top threshold 
number of URLs in the ranked list of URLs. If the search 
results include a URL (e.g., as one of the top three search 
results) that is identified in the search engine repository, the 
search component 404 can retrieve the crowd-sourced answer 
corresponding to Such URL and include the answer inline 
with the search results. Additionally, the answer can be high 
lighted to indicate that the answer is a crowd-sourced answer. 

In a specific example, the search component 404 can 
receive a query, execute a search over the search engine index 
406, and generate a ranked list of search results, wherein a 
first URL (URL 1) is the second most highly ranked search 
result in the ranked list of search results. The search compo 
nent 404 can then access the search engine repository 310, 
which includes a list of URLs that have crowd-sourced 
answers corresponding thereto. The search component 404 
can determine that the search engine repository 310 includes 
URL 1, and can extract the corresponding answer (answer 1) 
from the search engine repository 310 and include answer 1 
inline with the ranked list of search results. 
Now referring to FIG. 5, an exemplary search engine 500 

that can provide search results that include an answer gener 
ated by the collective of crowd workers 110 in real-time or 
near real-time is illustrated. The user 102 of the computing 
device 104 submits a query to the search engine 500. The 
search engine 500 includes the answer system 106. The 
search component 404 receives the query and executes a 
search over the search engine index 406 to locate web pages 
that are believed to be relevant to the query set forth by the 
user 102. The search component 404 may then (immediately) 
output the search results on a SERP to the computing device 
104 of the user 102. 

Additionally, the classifier component 108 of the answer 
system 106 can receive the query and determine if the query 
represents an information need that is desirably answered by 
the collective of crowd workers 110. As noted above, the 
classifier component 108 can determine if it is desirable for 
the collective of crowd workers 110 to provide an answer 
based upon various features corresponding to the query. Such 
features can include whether the query is written in the form 
of a question, whether the classifier component 108 finds the 
query to be time-critical in nature, whether the query is 
believed to be searching for a fact or short list, etc. If the 
classifier component 108 determines that the query does not 
represent an information need that is desirably answered by 
the collective of crowd workers 110, then the user 102 can 
review the URLs in the SERP to satisfy the information need. 

If, however, the classifier component 108 deems that the 
query submitted by the user 102 represents an information 
need that is desirably answered by the collective of crowd 
workers 110, then the classifier component 108 can output an 
indication to the computing device 104 that the collective of 
crowd workers 110 are being employed to generate a crowd 
Sourced answer. Such indication can be displayed on the 
SERP transmitted in the form of an instant message, or other 
suitable manner of notifying the user 102 that the collective of 
crowd workers 110 are being employed to generate the 
crowd-sourced answer. 
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Responsive to the classifier component 108 deeming that 
the query submitted by the user 102 represents an information 
need that is desirably answered by the collective of crowd 
workers 110, the instruction transmitter component 128 can 
transmit the query, corresponding information, and first 5 
instructions to the first plurality of computing devices 116 
118 operated by the respective first plurality of crowd workers 
112-114. The corresponding information can include algo 
rithmically generated answers, context pertaining to the user 
102 (e.g., information from a public profile of the user 102, 10 
information explicitly provided by the user 102, at least one 
web page included in the SERP, . . . ). The first instructions 
instruct the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114 to gen 
erate proposed answers for the information need of the user 
102. Using the first plurality of computing devices 116-118, 15 
the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114 submit the pro 
posed answers to the answer system 106. 
The response receiver component 130 receives such pro 

posed answers, and responsive to the response receiving com 
ponent 130 receiving the proposed answers, the instruction 20 
transmitter component 128 transmits the answers, the query, 
(optionally) the corresponding information, and second 
instructions to the second plurality of computing devices 
124-126 operated by the respective second plurality of crowd 
workers 120-122. The second instructions instruct the second 25 
plurality of crowd workers 120-122 to submit votes to the 
answer system 106 as to which of the answers generated by 
crowd workers in the first plurality of crowd workers 112-114 
best answers the information need of the user 102 (as repre 
sented by the query). The crowd workers in the second plu- 30 
rality of crowd workers 120-122 operate the respective sec 
ond plurality of computing devices 124-126 to submit the 
votes to the answer system 106. The response receiver com 
ponent 130 receives the votes, tabulates the votes, and selects 
the answer that receives the highest number of votes as a final 35 
answer. The output component 132 can output the final 
answer to the computing device 104 of the user 102. As 
mentioned above, the SERP presented to the user 102 can be 
updated to include the final answer, such that the final answer 
is shown inline with search results on the SERP previously 40 
shown to the user. Additionally or alternatively, the output 
component 132 can transmit the final answer to an account of 
the user 102. Such as an email account, an instant messaging 
account, a social networking account, etc. Transmitting the 
final answer to an account of the user 102 may be particularly 45 
beneficial when the user 102 is, for some reason, in a hurry, 
and wishes to perform another task while the final answer is 
being generated by the answer system 106. 

Turning now to FIG. 6, an exemplary graphical user inter 
face 600 of a public feed of a social networking application is 50 
illustrated. The public feed includes a message 602 that is 
posted by a user of the Social networking application. The 
message 602 can include a graphical icon 604 (such as an 
avatar) that identifies the poster of the message, as well as a 
text identifier (such as a handle) that further identifies such 55 
poster. The message 602 also includes a question Submitted 
by the poster of the message 602. 

In the example graphical user interface 600, a second mes 
sage 606 is posted by a contact (e.g., a follower) of the poster 
of the first message 602. The second message 606 includes a 60 
second graphical icon 608 that identifies a poster of the sec 
ond message, a text identifier that further identifies the poster 
of the second message, as well as, for instance, an answer to 
the question included in the first message 602. 

The question in the first message 602 and (optionally) the 65 
answer in the second message 606 can be transmitted to 
crowd workers in the collective of crowd workers 110. The 

18 
collective of crowd workers 110 can generate an answer, 
which can be presented to the poster of the first message 602 
as a portion of the public feed in correspondence with the first 
message 602. For instance, the public feed can include a third 
message 610 that comprises a graphical icon 612 that identi 
fies the collective of crowd workers 110 (e.g., identifies that 
an answer in the third message 610 is a crowd-sourced 
answer) as well as a text identifier that further identifies the 
collective of crowd workers 110. The third message 610 also 
includes an answer to the question set forth in the first mes 
sage 602. 
With reference now to FIG. 7, a graphical user interface 

700 of a SERF output by a search engine is illustrated. The 
graphical user interface 700 includes a query field 702, 
wherein a user can set forth a query to the search engine by 
way of the query field 702. The graphical user interface 700 
further includes abutton 704, wherein, in an example, a query 
entered into the query field 702 is transmitted to the search 
engine responsive to the user selecting the button 704. 
The graphical user interface 700 includes a plurality of 

search results presented by the search engine upon executing 
a search over a search engine index based upon the query. The 
search results include a plurality of web page identifiers 706 
710. The search results also include an answer 712 generated 
by the collective of crowd workers 110 in a manner described 
above. The answer 712 can be highlighted to indicate that it is 
a crowd-sourced answer (rather than a conventional search 
result). 

FIGS. 8-13 illustrate exemplary methodologies relating to 
generating crowd-sourced answers to information needs of 
users. While the methodologies are shown and described as 
being a series of acts that are performed in a sequence, it is to 
be understood and appreciated that the methodologies are not 
limited by the order of the sequence. For example, Some acts 
can occur in a different order than what is described herein. In 
addition, an act can occur concurrently with another act. 
Further, in Some instances, not all acts may be required to 
implement a methodology described herein. 

Moreover, the acts described herein may be computer 
executable instructions that can be implemented by one or 
more processors and/or stored on a computer-readable 
medium or media. The computer-executable instructions can 
include a routine, a Sub-routine, programs, a thread of execu 
tion, and/or the like. Still further, results of acts of the meth 
odologies can be stored in a computer-readable medium, 
displayed on a display device, and/or the like. 

Turning now to FIG. 8, an exemplary methodology 800 for 
outputting an answer generated by a collective of crowd 
workers is illustrated. The methodology 800 starts at 802, and 
at 804 a text string that comprises a sequence of words is 
received. The text string can be from a query or message set 
forth by a user through utilization of a keyboard. In another 
example, the text string may be a transcription of a query or 
message audibly set forth by the user. At 806, the text string is 
parsed to identify that the text string represents an informa 
tion need that is desirably answered by a collective of crowd 
workers. For example, the text string can be parsed to identify 
that the text string includes a question, and that the question is 
desirably answered by a collective of crowd workers. 
At 808, responsive to the identifying that the information 

need is desirably answered by the collective the crowd work 
ers, content can be transmitted to a first plurality of computing 
devices operated by a respective first plurality of crowd work 
ers from amongst the collective of crowd workers. The con 
tent includes first instructions to be followed by each crowd 
worker in the first plurality of crowd workers, wherein the 
first instructions direct each crowd worker in the first plurality 
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of crowd workers to perform a same task. For instance. Such 
task may be to generate a proposed answer for the information 
need. 
At 810, responses from each crowd worker to the task are 

received, and at 812 a final answer to the information need is 
output based at least in part upon the respective responses to 
the task from each crowd worker in the first plurality of crowd 
workers. The methodology 800 completes at 814. 

Turning now to FIG.9, an exemplary methodology 900 for 
outputting an answer to a question Submitted by way of a 
Social networking application is illustrated. The methodology 
900 starts at 902, and at 904, public data of a social network 
ing application is monitored for questions posted by users of 
the Social networking application. At 906, a message is iden 
tified as including a question that is desirably answered by a 
collective of crowd workers. Such message may be a status 
update or some other suitable message. At 908, the question 
and first instructions are transmitted to a first plurality of 
computing devices operated by a respective first plurality of 
crowd workers. Other supplemental information may also be 
provided to the first plurality of crowd workers. 

At 910, proposed answers to the question are received from 
each crowd worker in the first plurality of crowd workers. In 
other words, every crowd worker Submits a proposed answer 
to the question. At 912, the proposed answers submitted by 
crowd workers in the first plurality of crowd workers are 
transmitted together with second instructions to a second 
plurality of computing devices operated by a respective sec 
ond plurality of crowd workers. The second instructions 
instruct crowd workers in the second plurality of crowd work 
ers to vote on which proposed answer is the best answer to the 
question. At 914, indications are received from the second 
plurality of crowd workers as to which of the answers is the 
best answer to the question from amongst the proposed 
answers set forth by crowd workers in the first plurality of 
crowd workers. 
At 916, a final answer to the question is selected based at 

least in part upon the indications received from the second 
plurality of crowd workers at 914. For example, the answer 
receiving the most votes by crowd workers in the second 
plurality of crowd workers can be selected as the final answer. 
At 918, a final answer to the query is output as a portion of 
public data in the Social networking application. The meth 
odology 900 completed 920. 

Referring collectively to FIGS. 10 and 11, an exemplary 
methodology 1000 for generating crowd-sourced answers to 
information needs identified through analysis of a search log 
is illustrated. The methodology 1000 starts at 1002, and at 
1004, search logs of a search engine are analyzed to identify 
a candidate web page. As noted above, a candidate web page 
is a web page that is often a destination web page for queries 
that have certain features (e.g., include question words). At 
1006, the candidate web page, queries corresponding thereto, 
and first instructions are transmitted to a first plurality of 
computing devices operated by a first plurality of crowd 
workers. The first instructions instruct crowd workers in the 
first plurality of crowd workers to extract a portion of the 
candidate web page that a respective crowd worker believes to 
best answer the information need represented by the candi 
date web page and corresponding queries. At 1008, portions 
of the candidate web page extracted by respective workers in 
the first plurality of crowd workers are received from the first 
plurality of computing devices. While the above refers to 
extracting portions of a candidate web page, it is to be under 
stood that other resources may be provided, and content can 
be extracted from Such resources in connection with provid 
ing a crowdsourced answer to an information need. 
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At 1010, the portions submitted by the first plurality of 

crowd workers, second instructions, and the corresponding 
queries are transmitted to a second plurality of computing 
devices operated by a respective second plurality of crowd 
workers. The second instructions instruct the second plurality 
of crowd workers to vote on which portion best answers the 
information need represented by the queries. The second 
plurality of crowd workers operate the respective second plu 
rality of computing devices to submit their votes as to which 
portion of the candidate web page best answers the informa 
tion need. 
At 1012, the votes submitted by the second plurality of 

crowd workers are received from the second plurality of 
computing devices. At 1014, the portion of the candidate web 
page receiving the highest number of votes and third instruc 
tions are transmitted to a third plurality of computing devices 
operated by a respective third plurality of crowd workers. The 
third instructions instruct the third plurality of crowd workers 
to edit the portion of the candidate web page in accordance 
with defined criteria (e.g., the portion is to be shortened to 
include no more than fifteen words). The third plurality of 
crowd workers can utilize the respective third plurality of 
computing devices to Submit edits. 
At 1016, the edits submitted by the third plurality of crowd 

workers are received from the third plurality of computing 
devices. At 1018, responsive to receiving the edits, the edits 
and fourth instructions are transmitted to a fourth plurality of 
computing devices operated by a respective fourth plurality 
of crowd workers. The fourth instructions instruct the fourth 
plurality of crowd workers to submit votes at to which edit 
represents a best final answer to the information need. The 
fourth plurality of crowd workers operate the fourth plurality 
of computing devices to Submit such votes. 
At 1020, the votes are received from the fourth plurality of 

computing devices, and at 1022, the edit receiving the highest 
number of votes is output as an approved crowd-sourced 
answer to the information need. Optionally, while not shown, 
other crowd workers can be instructed to submit a short title 
to the approved answer to assign a short title to the crowd 
Sourced answer to the information need and Such title can be 
voted on by still other crowd workers. 

With reference now to FIG. 12, an exemplary methodology 
1200 for outputting search results that include a crowd 
sourced answer is illustrated. The methodology 1200 starts at 
1202, and at 1204, a query is received at a search engine. At 
1206, a determination is made as to whether the query corre 
sponds to a crowd-sourced answer. As noted above, the query 
can be analyzed to ascertain if it includes particular features, 
and search results retrieved by the search engine can be ana 
lyzed to ascertain if such search results include a web page 
identified as being a candidate web page. 

If the query is not found to correspond to a crowd-sourced 
answer, then at 1208, a conventional SERP is output to the 
issuer of the query. If at 1206, however, it is found that the 
query corresponds to a crowd-sourced answer, then at 1210, a 
SERP is output that includes a crowd-sourced answer. In such 
case, the SERP can include conventional web page titles and 
Snippets as well as a crowd-sourced answer positioned inline 
with the web page titles and snippets. The methodology 1200 
completes at 1212. 
Now referring to FIG. 13, an exemplary methodology 1300 

that facilitates outputting a crowd-sourced answer responsive 
to receipt of a query at a search engine is illustrated. The 
methodology 1300 starts at 1302, and at 1304 a query is 
received at a search engine. At 1306, it is determined that the 
query represents an information need that is desirably 
answered by a collective of crowd workers. This determina 
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tion can be made based upon features corresponding to the 
query, a determination that the query is time-critical in nature, 
etc. 

At 1308, a search is executed by a search engine based 
upon the query. At 1310, search results (conventional) are 
output based upon the search over the search index, wherein 
the search results comprise an indication that a collective of 
crowd workers is generating an answer to the information 
need of the user. At 1312, the query and first instructions are 
transmitted to a first plurality of computing devices operated 
by a respective first plurality of crowd workers. Additionally, 
Supplemental information can be transmitted to the first plu 
rality of computing devices, such as web pages that may 
include an answer to the information need of the user, infor 
mation about the user, etc. The first instructions instruct the 
first plurality of crowd workers to submit proposed answers to 
the query. 

At 1314, the proposed answers are received from comput 
ing devices operated by each crowd worker in the first plu 
rality of crowd workers. At 1316, the proposed answers and 
second instructions are transmitted to a second plurality of 
computing devices operated by a respective second plurality 
of crowd workers. The second instructions instruct crowd 
workers in the second plurality of crowd workers to vote on 
which proposed answer proffered by crowd workers in the 
first plurality of crowd workers best answers the information 
need of the user represented by the query. 

At 1318, votes from the second plurality of crowd workers 
are received as to which proposed answer provided by crowd 
workers in the first plurality of crowd workers best answers 
the information need. At 1320, search results are updated to 
include the answer voted by the second plurality of crowd 
workers as best answering the information need. The meth 
odology 1300 completes 1322. 

Referring now to FIG. 14, a high-level illustration of an 
exemplary computing device 1400 that can be used in accor 
dance with the systems and methodologies disclosed herein is 
illustrated. For instance, the computing device 1400 may be 
used in a system that generates crowd-sourced answers 
responsive to a query being Submitted to a search engine. By 
way of another example, the computing device 1400 can be 
used in a system that generates crowd-sourced answers to 
questions posted in messages of a Social networking applica 
tion. The computing device 1400 includes at least one pro 
cessor 1402 that executes instructions that are stored in a 
memory 1404. The instructions may be, for instance, instruc 
tions for implementing functionality described as being car 
ried out by one or more components discussed above or 
instructions for implementing one or more of the methods 
described above. The processor 1402 may access the memory 
1404 by way of a system bus 1406. In addition to storing 
executable instructions, the memory 1404 may also store 
search trails, proposed answers, instructions, and so forth. 
The computing device 1400 additionally includes a data 

store 1408 that is accessible by the processor 1402 by way of 
the system bus 1406. The data store 1408 may include execut 
able instructions, instructions, proposed answers, votes, etc. 
The computing device 1400 also includes an input interface 
1410 that allows external devices to communicate with the 
computing device 1400. For instance, the input interface 1410 
may be used to receive instructions from an external com 
puter device, from a user, etc. The computing device 1400 
also includes an output interface 1412 that interfaces the 
computing device 1400 with one or more external devices. 
For example, the computing device 1400 may display text, 
images, etc. by way of the output interface 1412. 
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It is contemplated that the external devices that communi 

cate with the computing device 1400 via the input interface 
1410 and the output interface 1412 can be included in an 
environment that provides Substantially any type of user inter 
face with which a user can interact. Examples of user inter 
face types include graphical user interfaces, natural user 
interfaces, and so forth. For instance, a graphical user inter 
face may accept input from a user employing input device(s) 
Such as a keyboard, mouse, remote control, or the like and 
provide output on an output device Such as a display. Further, 
a natural user interface may enable a user to interact with the 
computing device 1400 in a manner free from constraints 
imposed by input device Such as keyboards, mice, remote 
controls, and the like. Rather, a natural user interface can rely 
on speech recognition, touch and stylus recognition, gesture 
recognition both on Screen and adjacent to the screen, air 
gestures, head and eye tracking, Voice and speech, vision, 
touch, gestures, machine intelligence, and so forth. 

Additionally, while illustrated as a single system, it is to be 
understood that the computing device 1400 may be a distrib 
uted system. Thus, for instance, several devices may be in 
communication by way of a network connection and may 
collectively perform tasks described as being performed by 
the computing device 1400. 

Various functions described herein can be implemented in 
hardware, software, or any combination thereof. If imple 
mented in Software, the functions can be stored on or trans 
mitted over as one or more instructions or code on a com 
puter-readable medium. Computer-readable media includes 
computer-readable storage media. A computer-readable stor 
age media can be any available storage media that can be 
accessed by a computer. By way of example, and not limita 
tion, such computer-readable storage media can comprise 
RAM, ROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk stor 
age, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, 
or any other medium that can be used to carry or store desired 
program code in the form of instructions or data structures 
and that can be accessed by a computer. Disk and disc, as used 
herein, include compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc, 
digital versatile disc (DVD), floppy disk, and blu-ray disc 
(BD), where disks usually reproduce data magnetically and 
discs usually reproduce data optically with lasers. Further, a 
propagated signal is not included within the scope of com 
puter-readable storage media. Computer-readable media also 
includes communication media including any medium that 
facilitates transfer of a computer program from one place to 
another. A connection, for instance, can be a communication 
medium. For example, if the software is transmitted from a 
website, server, or other remote source using a coaxial cable, 
fiber optic cable, twisted pair, digital subscriberline (DSL), or 
wireless technologies Such as infrared, radio, and microwave, 
then the coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, DSL, or 
wireless technologies such as infrared, radio and microwave 
are included in the definition of communication medium. 
Combinations of the above should also be included within the 
Scope of computer-readable media. 

Alternatively, or in addition, the functionally described 
herein can be performed, at least in part, by one or more 
hardware logic components. For example, and without limi 
tation, illustrative types of hardware logic components that 
can be used include Field-programmable Gate Arrays (FP 
GAs). Program-specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Pro 
gram-specific Standard Products (ASSPs), System-on-a-chip 
systems (SOCs), Complex Programmable Logic Devices 
(CPLDs), etc. 
What has been described above includes examples of one 

or more embodiments. It is, of course, not possible to describe 
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every conceivable modification and alteration of the above 
devices or methodologies for purposes of describing the 
aforementioned aspects, but one of ordinary skill in the art can 
recognize that many further modifications and permutations 
of various aspects are possible. Accordingly, the described 
aspects are intended to embrace all Such alterations, modifi 
cations, and variations that fall within the spirit and scope of 
the appended claims. Furthermore, to the extent that the term 
“includes is used in either the details description or the 
claims, such term is intended to be inclusive in a manner 
similar to the term "comprising as "comprising is inter 
preted when employed as a transitional word in a claim. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method, comprising: 
receiving, at a computing device, a text string that com 

prises a sequence of words; 
parsing the text string; 
based at least in part upon the parsing of the text string, 

identifying that the text string represents an information 
need that is to be answered by a collective of crowd 
workers; 

responsive to the identifying that the text string represents 
an information need that is to be answered by the col 
lective of crowd workers, transmitting content to a first 
plurality of computing devices operated by a respective 
first plurality of crowd workers from amongst the col 
lective of crowd workers, the content comprising first 
instructions that instruct each crowd worker in the first 
plurality of crowd workers to perform a same task: 

receiving respective responses to the task from each crowd 
worker in the first plurality of crowd workers; and 

outputting an answer to the information need based upon 
the responses to the task from the first plurality of crowd 
workers. 

2. The method of claim of claim 1, wherein the text string 
comprises a query Submitted to a search engine, the method 
further comprising: 

responsive to identifying that the query represents the 
information need that is to be answered by the collective 
of crowd workers, identifying at least one resource 
related to the information need; and 

transmitting the at least one resource to each crowd worker 
in the first plurality of crowd workers, wherein the first 
instructions instruct each crowd worker in the first plu 
rality of crowd workers to generate a proposed answer 
based upon the query and the at least one resource. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the first instructions 
instruct each crowd worker in the first plurality of crowd 
workers to generate the proposed answer by extracting con 
tent from the at least one resource. 

4. The method of claim3, wherein the at least one resource 
is a resource retrieved by executing a search over a search 
engine index based upon the query, the method further com 
prising: 

receiving portions of the resource extracted therefrom by 
respective crowd workers in the first plurality of crowd 
workers; 

transmitting the portions, the query, and second instruc 
tions to a second plurality of computing devices oper 
ated by a second plurality workers, the second instruc 
tions requesting each crowd worker in the second 
plurality of crowd workers to set forth an indication of a 
preference as to which option of several options best 
answers the information need, the several options com 
prising the portions of the resource extracted therefrom 
by respective crowd workers in the first plurality of 
crowd workers; 
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receiving indications of preferences from the second plu 

rality of computing devices; and 
outputting the answer based at least in part upon the indi 

cations of the preferences. 
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the text string is received 

from a public feed of a social networking application, and 
wherein the text string comprises an explicit or implied ques 
tion. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the task is for each 
crowd worker from the first plurality of crowd workers to 
Submit a respective proposed answer to the question. 

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising: 
responsive to receiving proposed answers to the question 

submitted by the first plurality of crowd workers, trans 
mitting the proposed answers and second instructions to 
a second plurality of computing devices operated by a 
respective second plurality of crowd workers, the second 
instructions instructing each crowd worker in the second 
plurality of crowd workers to submit a respective vote as 
to which of several options best answers the information 
need, the several options comprising the proposed 
answers; and 

receiving votes submitted by the second plurality of crowd 
workers, wherein the answer is output based at least in 
part upon the votes. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the identifying that the 
text string represents an information need that is to be 
answered by the collective of crowd workers comprises: 

determining that the text string comprises at least one pre 
defined feature; 

responsive to determining that the text string comprises the 
at least one predefined feature, transmitting at least a 
portion of the text string and second instructions to a 
computing device of a crowd worker from the collective 
of crowd workers, the second instructions instructing the 
crowd worker to indicate whether or not the information 
need is answerable by the collective of crowd workers; 
and 

receiving a response from the crowd worker that the infor 
mation need is answerable by the collective of crowd 
workers. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein identifying that the text 
string represents an information need that is to be answered 
by the collective of crowd workers comprises identifying that 
the text string comprises a query that is time-critical in nature. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the outputting of the 
answer to the information need comprises including the 
answer to the information need in a search engine results 
page, the search engine results page comprising a ranked list 
of URLs, and wherein the answer is presented in the search 
engine results page to visually differentiate the answer from 
URLs in the ranked list of URLs. 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the answer is dis 
played above the URLs in the ranked list of URLs. 

12. A system, comprising: 
a processor; and 
memory storing instructions that, when executed by the 

processor, cause the processor to perform acts compris 
ing: 
classifying a text string as representing an information 

need that is to be answered by a collective of crowd 
workers based upon at least one word in the text 
String: 

responsive to classifying the text string, transmitting the 
text string and first instructions to a first plurality of 
computing devices operated by a first plurality of 
crowd workers in the collective of crowd workers, the 
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first instructions instructing each crowd worker in the 
first plurality of crowd workers to perform a same task 
with respect to the information need; 

receiving responses to the task submitted by the first 
plurality of crowd workers; and 

outputting an answer to the information need based at 
least in part upon the responses to the task. 

13. The system of claim 12, the acts performed by a search 
engine, wherein the text string comprises a query submitted to 
the search engine. 

14. The system of claim 12, wherein the text string com 
prises a question included in a message posted to a feed of a 
Social networking application, the acts further comprising 
analyzing the feed and identifying that the message includes 
the question, wherein the question is received responsive to 
identifying that the message includes the question. 

15. The system of claim 12, wherein classifying the text 
String as representing an information need that is to be 
answered by the collective of crowd workers is based at least 
in part upon a non-alphanumerical character being included 
in the text string. 

16. The system of claim 12, wherein text string comprises 
a question, and wherein the task is to submit a proposed 
answer to the question. 

17. The system of claim 16, the acts further comprising: 
receiving proposed answers to the question from the first 

plurality of computing devices: 
responsive to receiving the proposed answers, transmitting 

the question, the proposed answers, and second instruc 
tions to a second plurality of computing devices oper 
ated by a second plurality of crowd workers, the second 
instructions instructing each crowd worker in the second 
plurality of crowd workers to submit a vote as to which 
proposed answer best answers the information need, and 
wherein outputting the answer to the information need is 
based at least in part upon votes submitted by the second 
plurality of crowd workers. 

18. The system of claim 12, the acts further comprising 
further comprising tracking payment to be provided to each 
crowd worker in the first plurality of crowd workers for their 
respective responses. 

19. The system of claim 12, wherein outputting an answer 
to the information need comprises outputting the answer to a 
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public feed of a social networking application, the answer 
displayed in the public feed in correspondence with a mes 
Sage that includes the text string. 

20. A computer-readable storage medium comprising 
instructions that, when executed by a processor, cause the 
processor to perform acts comprising: 

monitoring a public feed of a social networking application 
for questions included in messages posted to the public 
feed; 

determining that a message posted to the public feed by a 
user of the social networking application comprises a 
question; 

determining that the message posted to the public feed by 
the user of the social networking application comprises 
a hash tag: 

identifying that the question is to be answered by a collec 
tive of crowd workers based upon the determining that 
the message comprises the question and the determining 
that the message comprises the hash tag: 

responsive to identifying that the question is to be 
answered by the collective of crowd workers, transmit 
ting the question and first instructions to a first plurality 
of computing devices operated by a respective first plu 
rality of crowd workers, the first instructions instructing 
each crowd worker in the first plurality of crowd workers 
to generate a respective proposed answer to the question: 

receiving proposed answers to the question submitted by 
the first plurality of crowd workers; 

responsive to receiving the proposed answers to the ques 
tion, transmitting the proposed answers to the question 
and second instructions to a second plurality of comput 
ing devices operated by a respective second plurality of 
crowd workers, the second instructions instructing each 
crowd worker in the second plurality of crowd workers 
to submit a vote as to which of the proposed answers best 
answers the question; 

receiving votes submitted by the second plurality of crowd 
workers; 

selecting a final answer to the question based at least in part 
upon the votes; and 

outputting the final answer to the question to the public 
feed. 


